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The book is dedicated to the analysis and design of voltage reference circuits, the intended audience being high-level students and specialists in the area of analog and mixed-signal CMOS VLSI design. The aim of the book is to evaluate the possibilities of improving the thermal behavior of voltage references by implementing superior-order curvature-correction techniques.
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Kafka: The Definitive Guide: Real-time data and stream processing at scaleO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Learn how to take full advantage of Apache Kafka, the distributed, publish-subscribe queue for handling real-time data feeds. With this comprehensive book, you’ll understand how Kafka works and how it’s designed. Authors Neha Narkhede, Gwen Shapira, and Todd Palino show you how to deploy production Kafka clusters; secure,...
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Linux Appliance Design: A Hands-On Guide to Building Linux AppliancesNo Starch Press, 2007
Linux appliances are computers that serve a single, well-defined purpose. Modern appliances are complex machines, with processors, operating systems, and application software. For example, the Tivo is essentially a Linux-based computer with a single purpose: recording television. While there are books that tell readers how to run Linux on embedded...
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When Translation Goes Digital: Case Studies and Critical Reflections (Palgrave Studies in Translating and Interpreting)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This edited book brings together case studies from different contexts which all explore how a rapidly evolving digital landscape is impacting translation and intercultural communication. The chapters examine different facets of digitization, including how professional translators leverage digital tools and why, the types of digital...
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Agile Product Management with Scrum: Creating Products that Customers Love (Addison-Wesley Signature SeriesAddison Wesley, 2010

	The First Guide to Scrum-Based Agile Product Management


	 


	In Agile Product Management with Scrum, leading Scrum consultant Roman Pichler uses real-world examples to demonstrate how product owners can create successful products...
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Oracle Database Administration for Microsoft SQL Server DBAsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Apply Your SQL Server DBA Skills to Oracle Database Administration


	Use your SQL Server experience to set up and maintain a high-performance Oracle Database environment. Written by a DBA with expertise in both platforms, Oracle Database Administration for Microsoft SQL Server DBAs illustrates each technique with clear...
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Clinician's Pocket Reference, 11/eMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Since 1979, students, residents, practicing physicians, nurses, and other allied health professionals have turned to the Ñ‚Ð�Ð¬Scut Monkey BookÑ‚Ð�Ð for learning the essential information on basic patient care. The Clinician's Pocket Reference is based on a University of Kentucky manual entitled So You Want to Be a Scut...
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